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should post this in the issues section but here it is. Its been a minute since I posted on the
forum but was just wondering if any of you have had your high pressure fuel pump go out. I just
hit k miles and mine went out. Went into limp mode, and had it towed to the dealership.
Civic17siYAY said:. It takes probably 15 min to swap too. Only a few connections. And it's all on
top. Anjuna Member. I'd make sure you hold onto your invoice and keep an on if the recall is
expanded to the 17s. AAny warning signs to lookout for? Anjuna said:. Gradyjim Member. My
thoughts exactly. Another stealership earning it's name. Chaucer Member. Gradyjim said:. Do
you know the torque specs for the high pressure fuel pump for the 2 Alan key bolts? You must
log in or register to reply here. Member Posted Images. Forums New posts Search forums.
What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. No Power to fuel pump. Thread starter
Sparxs Start date Feb 13, Status Not open for further replies. Sparxs New Member. RonJ
Banned. Does the fuel pump run? Sparxs said:. Last edited by a moderator: Nov 27, Do you
have a multimeter? Use your multimeter first to measure voltage across the two battery posts.
Set the meter to read DC volts on the 20V scale, if your meter does not auto scale. If you are not
familiar with your meter, post a picture and I'll guide you through some simple tests. Eg8builtz6
New Member. I have had a similar problem but with a good battery, I simply unplugged the
computer while the ignition swished on plugged it back in and it worked fine. I'll probably be
around. But if I'm not, anfrey is always logged on. DSargent09 New Member. Made this account
because I am having a similar problem. I jumped the terminals how you directed, and I get
power to the pump. If I jump 7 to 8 the car will run so clearly the fuel pump is not getting power..
Replace relay or do you have another direction or part I should check first? I replaced the relay,
and still have the same problem. No power to the fuel pump. DSargent09 said:. Also again I was
jumping 7 to 8 in the main relay and the car will start and run. So I dont think its spark. For some
reason the Fuel pump is not getting power I have continuity between 7 on the relay and a7 and
a8 on the ECM.. With the key turned over and all terminals get 12 volts except for 6 and 7, and
obviously the ground. Will it cause a problem if I jump 5 to 7 or 1 to 7 and leave it jumped to
drive it? It runs fine when jumped. Use the map below to locate a gas station that serves 93
octane. Enter your Address or City or Zip in the search box. If you don't find one near you, that
doesn't mean there isn't one. It just means we haven't added it to the map yet. If you have a
station you'd like to add, please submit it via the form below. Disclaimer: By no means is there a
guarantee that a station on the map below actually has 93 octane gas. This is a crowd sourced
map, and people make mistakes. Please call ahead to make sure before you go driving many
miles out of your way. Map Updated February 23, - now showing over 3, gas stations Blue pins
on the map are stations with higher than 93 octane. Yellow are This site couldn't run without
your help. Please share this with your friends so we can build a bigger, better map of the gas
stations with 93 octane gas! This is the go to 93 octane finder! But I can't find all gas stations
that serve 93 octane gasoline on my own. To get your station on the map I need to know where
it is. Please fill out the form below: These submissions are automatically added to the map
daily, if you want to have a map removed, use this form. Zip Code. Phone Number. This Station
Serves: 93 Octane Higher than Additional Info? We also have over stations on the map in
Canada! Check out the map! We have reached out to many gas stations, and have heard back
from them. The following refueling stations are independently owned franshises, and it's up to
the owner if they will sell 93 octane:. In Maine it is 91 octane. A representative for Rutter's, with
gas stations in Pennsylvania, has reached out and said "All of our locations serve 93 octane
fuel. It's pretty easy to eliminate certain gas stations that don't sell 93 octane, but it's a whole
different animal to find the ones that do as it is often up to the owner of the station. Once again,
you and your friends can help us find and map them all. Please share the site! The octane rating
for gasoline has nothing to do with the amount of power locked inside of it. It relates to just how
much a fuel can be compressed before igniting. The higher the number, the less likely it is to
ignite under pressure. More aggressive engine management schemes can turn up the
compression to a high level. Sports cars tend to require much higher octane gasoline to avoid
knock. Gasoline is sprayed into a cylinder by a fuel injector and mixed with oxygen. It should
remain in vapor form until it is time for the spark plug to light it up. This causes the explosion
that drives the piston down to generate horsepower. The timing of this explosion is critical.
Knock reduces engine output and efficiency, and can damage an engine. Running low octane

fuel in an engine built for Premium can increase the risk of engine damage, and will impact
performance. Use our map above to locate a 93 octane gas station near you. I also own and
operate FindFHC. I purchased a Scion FR-S in January and quickly noticed the owners manual
recommended I put premium 93 octane gas in my tank. After several searches on Google I
found there wasn't an easy way to tell which gas stations out there serve 93 octane gasoline! So
I took it upon myself to create one. See a need fill a need, right? That's how it all started. Now I
know there are others out there who would like to find the best gas for their cars that they can.
I'm guessing it's the same type of person who would gladly share their knowledge with the rest
of the world as well. So let's all work together to seek out and find 93 octane gas stations! Why
isn't there an app? To the map! After doing some usability testing, it's clear that people don't
quite know why there is a need for this site. After all, we all have Google Maps or some other
map app on our phones that can find gas stations for us. So why build this site? The answer is
simple, there is no app out there or mapping application that displays what octane gasoline
each gas station serves. So it's impossible to just open a map and type in "93 octane gas close
to me" and find a station. Those of use that have cars that require or recommend 93 octane
have a difficult time finding a station that serves it. So, I built this site to make it easy to locate
them. That's it. That's the whole reason. You can keep on using your maps on your phone to
find your gas stations, but to find a 93 octane gas station near you, come to find Let's see the
map! Nobody's perfect. There could be some stations on the map that no longer serve 93
octane. Or one was added to the map by mistake. We apologize if you went to one of these
locations looking for gas. Let's make sure no one else does. If you've found one, please let us
below, and we'll remove it immediately. Additional Info Optional. Your Name Optional. Your
Email Optional. Back to the map. We don't have an app Of course that's one of the first things I
thought of doing when I made the site. But it turns out it costs a lot of money to make the app
that I want to make for this site. So there is none yet. Fear Not! We are in the process. I am now
working with an app developer and trying to get an app to the stores by the end of Stay tuned!
Oh good, back up to the map. It's because of visitors like you that make this site is possible.
One way you can help is by donating. Any amount helps! Looks like you do not have javascript
enabled. We're sorry but the map does not work without javascript. Please enable it if you'd like
to find 93 octane gas stations. Share a Gas Station To get your station on the map I need to
know where it is. Which Stations Serve 93 Octane Gas? The following refueling stations are
independently owned franshises, and it's up to the owner if they will sell 93 octane: BP Citgo
Shell Sunoco A representative for Cumberland Farms, with gas stations in Connecticut, Florida,
Maine, Massachusetts, New York, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont, has reached out
and said "All of our sites sell premium grade 93 octane except for the state of Maine. What Does
93 Octane Gas Do? About Find So, I built this site to make it easy to locate them That's it.
Report a Station Nobody's perfect. Where's the App? Map Share Sponsor Calculator. We Need
Your Help! For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated
facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are
guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec
DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads and speeds. Built to last
and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth
performance and superior efficiency to your en We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity
Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Honda Civic Fuel
Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: M Guaranteed to Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Fuel pump motor; 1. Part Number: RH Part
Number: AFE Diameter Pump. Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2
Showing 1 - 15 of 17 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a
reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient
performance, and robust style are the defining chara
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cteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is
thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Since , Bosch has developed innovative
productsâ€”in Nov 01, William Huetjr. Purchased on Apr 30, Oct 04, The wrong part. Delisa
Mixon. Purchased on Sep 14, Aug 14, Works great. Dale Tomblin. Purchased on Aug 07, Helpful
Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM.
Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:

crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and
recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a
thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check
whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement.

